Adolf Diesel words.
The only people that know more about my engine is the field mechanic.
Get to the point.
Larger the mass of Bio diesel the less chance of gelling at the core
As in the image below is a Ball of mass.

Here we see the formula used for mass. It is correct more is better.
All sides are the same.
Now we look at a cylinder and how mass is formulated.

Two different worlds.
Let us add the environment now.
Plain dual system.
Aluminum is one of the best conductors of
hot and cold.

Here is a basic dual return system

Here we see vent valves because this is a "draw" system.
Constantly pulling in outside environment.
Today's modern diesel engines create a huge amount of heat
at the injector. Enough to actually scorch the fuel.
This create Asphaltenes. Black specs 1 micron.
Here we understand movement of fuel good reason to keep above
quarter tank in the winter. NOT FULL WHY.
You will never achieve full on a round fuel tank with fill
location offset to the top. Good thing and bad.
Perfect world the fuel stays still and all is good.
That will never happen in transportation industry.
Three quarters of a tank is the correct level for cold weather
at the end of the day when the truck will be shut down.
Look back you see we are unable to use a Mass method for
keeping the fuel from gelling and freezing water.
Well How does that water get in there.
We suck it in with air. Then hot fuel makes it steamy.
this separate's it from the air and is caught in fuel tank.
So fuel is always moving vibrating never standing still.
fuel vibrates and rubs against cold aluminum.
Sounds like we are making Ice cream.
Yes in an Ice cream churn.

So now we know we have air water movement at all times.

How many times you heard this.
I filled my tanks up. Put additives in it.
Next day.
Never got more than 25 miles when the truck shut shut down.
They must have had bad fuel.
I am sure way to many times.
Problem is we use a cylinder not a mass storage unit.
So Bill at the end of the day fills his truck to the full mark.
this leaves less than 10 percent of tank with air in it.
This pulls the water from the tank to the bottom.
it lands on cold aluminum. Just like an ice maker.
The cylinder container when full has less mass at top and bottom.
anyone can see this.
Just like a pond it keeps turning over and over.
So why three quarters of a tank.
Like all expensive triple insulated glass windows you have.
GAS >AIR< GAS. sections triple glass one window.
This is because air is also an insulator.
It also traps hot or cold or moisture.
We need this on cold starts.
this allows better venting it allows faster heat up of the fuel.
Since one quarter of the tank isn't in contact with cold aluminum
The warm return fuel can start the warming process.
and then this keeps the fuel from touching 90 percent of the cold aluminum.
And so we have top side insulation.

The next picture show you low mass spots with high amount of
exposure.

You can make ice cream or you can see how the
fuel industry stores fuel but that is stationary and in
an upright cylinder.

I hope you understand this. This formula has kept me from gelling
through the years.
It is simple we use the elements to actually help keep us moving.
With new Bio-diesel we are actually treating two different types of
fuel in one tank. The fat made from triglycerides that are made from
methanol come from natural gas highly unstable fuel.
Will begin separating from the fats made from biological organisms
long before 10 degrees. those bio diesel fats we burn need a higher
temperature return and mix back in.
You can make ice cream or insulate your fuel.
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